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 Agenda At-A-Glance

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2021

10:30AM – 11:00AM ET

11:00AM – 11:10AM ET

11:10AM – 12:00PM ET

 
12:00PM – 12:05PM ET

12:05PM – 1:05PM ET

1:05PM – 1:50PM ET

 
 

 
 

1:50PM – 1:55PM ET

1:55PM – 3:25PM ET

3:25PM – 3:30PM ET

3:30PM – 4:20PM ET 
 

4:20PM – 4:30PM ET 

REMO PLATFORM OPENS 

OPENING REMARKS

PANEL: NEW REALITIES FOR HEALTHCARE CIOS: 
SHIFTING PARADIGMS FOR THE HEALTH IT LANDSCAPE

TRANSITION TIME

BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

HEALTHCARE IT INSTITUTE VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

•    LEVERAGING METRICS TO COMMUNICATE RISK TO  
     C-SUITE

•    HEALTHCARE SECURITY: HOW AI FIGHTS BACK AGAINST  
     MACHINE-SPEED THREATS

•    PARTNERING WITH THE C-SUITE, PRACTITIONERS AND  
     PATIENTS TO MEET THE EVOLVING STANDARDS OF  
     QUALITY PATIENT CARE

•    SOLVING TOMORROW'S HEALTHCARE IOT CHALLENGES  
     WITH A CLINICALLY-INTELLIGENT APPROACH

TRANSITION TIME

BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

TRANSITION TIME

PANEL: DRIVING CULTURE, ENGAGEMENT AND 
PERFORMANCE TO MAXIMIZE IT DEPARTMENT SUCCESS 
IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

CLOSING REMARKS

All times listed are Eastern Time (ET)

While no one could have predicted the current situation, we are continuing our 
commitment to creating space for networking, knowledge transfer, dialogue and 
collaboration amongst hospital and health system IT Executives, and their partners, 
even if we cannot (physically) be together. 

On the Remo Platform, you will have an opportunity to learn and share insights, 
strategies, tips and tactics, as well as engage in stimulating discussions around 
minimizing the risks and maximizing the opportunities facing hospitals and health 
systems.
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10:30AM – 11:00AM ET  REMO PLATFORM OPENS

11:00AM – 11:10AM ET  OPENING REMARKS

11:10AM – 12:00PM ET  PANEL: NEW REALITIES FOR HEALTHCARE CIOS: SHIFTING PARADIGMS FOR THE  

  HEALTH IT LANDSCAPE

2020 will be remembered as a year of dramatic shifts and unprecedented disruption. For 
healthcare IT leaders, the COVID-19 pandemic put an unexpected spotlight on the digital 
workplace and remote work, on crisis management and adaptive culture, and on elevating 
health IT.
As we forge into 2021, hospital and health system CIOs are being called upon to continue 
leading through ongoing change and uncertainty.  In addition, consumerism, virtual 
medicine and meeting patients outside the four walls of the hospital presents a new 
challenge for IT to deliver on consumer expectations by sharing data – clinical and 
financial – with them, but at the same time being vigilant of cyber threats.  From AI to 
RPA, IT will be exploring solutions to help physicians improve their daily workflows and 
alleviate stress and burnout.  In order to provide meaning to the vast amounts of data being 
collected on a daily basis, IT will need create the organizational skills and structures to 
have a functional analytics department as well as continue to deliver and demonstrate value 
from the various technology implementations and initiatives.
IT Executives in hospitals and health systems across the US are in an increasingly critical 
position to influence the competitiveness and sustainability of their organizations.  This 
panel of CIOs will challenge you to consider some of the following significant issues and 
to provide your thoughts in this interactive panel discussion.
 •  IT Team highlight / success during the pandemic
 •  Aligning IT Strategy with org strategy
 •  Go Big or Go Home:
    o  How are you moving from being a CIO to being a CXO?
    o  How are you helping to impact / drive the bottom line?
    o  How are you embracing forward thinking?
    o  How are you breaking the cycle, removing the archaic and innovating
 •  New entrants (e.g. Amazon, Walmart etc) – friends or foes?
 •  Partnerships with Fortune Companies to provide care – what does this mean for IT?
 •  VC Space – Why now? (Polaris / General Catalyst).  What is the landscape and   
    how will it change?
 •  Regulatory changes – staying up to date – ONC / Executive Orders / 21st   
     Century Cures Act – how do you respond (other than through existing bodies, like  
     AMA / AHIMA)

12:00PM – 12:05PM ET  TRANSITION TIME

12:05PM – 1:05PM ET  BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2021

Moderator:
Aaron Miri
CIO, 
DELL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
& UT HEALTH AUSTIN 
(TX)

Patrick Anderson
SVP & CIO, 
CITY OF HOPE CANCER 
CENTER (CA)

Stephanie Lahr
CIO & CMIO, 
MONUMENT HEALTH (SD)

Joel Vengco
SVP AND CHIEF 
INFORMATION & DIGITAL 
OFFICER,
BAYSTATE HEALTH (MA)
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1:05PM – 1:50PM ET  HEALTHCARE IT INSTITUTE VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

  LEVERAGING METRICS TO COMMUNICATE RISK TO C-SUITE

With the digitization of healthcare, cybersecurity has become a pressing topic in 
boardrooms among the C-suite. Whether the organization has a dedicated CISO or if it is 
falls under the CIO, maintaining security often conflicts with the goals of reducing 
bureaucracy, boosting patient experience, and improving data governance. Those in this role 
now need to understand not just security, risk, and compliance but also the nuances of 
potential consequences and impacts on the hospital’s business as well as patient experience. 
Effectively communicating what risks are most likely and how they will affect the health 
system's business process is the key to connecting with the C-Suite but presenting the 
right metrics to drive meaningful change and show maturity can be tricky. 
Through participation in this Think Tank, healthcare information and information security 
executives have an opportunity to collaborate with their peers and collectively develop 
better answers that are both data-driven and experience-based. You will be part of an 
engaged community of healthcare thought leaders, exchanging information and ideas on 
improving healthcare cybersecurity and, ultimately, patient security.
Some critical topics explored during this session include:
 •  Qualities of an effective CIO/CISO
 •  Best tools to use to show progress and maturity in cybersecurity
 •  Knowledge of how to get cultural as well as financial wins

HEALTHCARE SECURITY: HOW AI FIGHTS BACK AGAINST MACHINE-SPEED THREATS

Over the past year, healthcare organizations have been drawn to the forefront of the public 
eye unlike ever before. As hospitals and healthcare organizations across the globe strive to 
provide the best possible patient care under increasingly immense strain, attackers are 
ramping up their efforts against them. Ransomware attacks, phishing campaigns and even 
nation-state actors pose a growing threat to the healthcare industry, and holding valuable 
data from patient files to new vaccine research, they remain a primary target for cyber-
criminals.
Join this session to discuss the cyber-threats that the healthcare sector is facing today and 
how security teams can take a proactive approach to protect their systems, data, and 
ultimately, their patients.  

PARTNERING WITH THE C-SUITE, PRACTITIONERS AND PATIENTS TO MEET THE EVOLVING
STANDARDS OF QUALITY PATIENT CARE

Healthcare delivery environments, channels, and challenges are diverse. With non-
traditional healthcare service providers now entering this highly regulated space, the 
competitive landscape has become complex and concerns over data privacy and care 
standards are mounting.
The COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented pressure on hospitals and health 
systems. Technology solutions that were considered merely innovative and experienced 
sluggish adoption rates just a short time ago, like telehealth, have now become essential to 
basic healthcare delivery in the “new normal.” Hospital IT can no longer exist in a mere 
utility capacity. Healthcare IT Leaders much continue to harness the partnership with 
administration, practitioners, and patients to meet the evolving standards of quality patient 
care.   

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2021

Dan Dodson
CEO,
FORTIFIED HEALTH 
SECURITY

Jennifer Jones
RESEARCH DIRECTOR 
AND SUBJECT MATTER 
EXPERT – HEALTHCARE,
INFO-TECH RESEARCH 
GROUP

Justin Fier
DIRECTOR, 
CYBER INTELLIGENCE 
& ANALYTICS, 
DARKTRACE
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This interactive Think Tank will explore the following three key trends for hospitals:
 •  Balance Sharing and Protection
 •  Practical and Safe Innovation
 •  Digitize Safely and Securely
By engaging in the insights and activities available during this discussion, you will analyze 
the context within your industry, with guiding insights from Info-Tech, to understand 
unique implications for IT, and devise a list of initiatives you can integrate into your IT 
strategic plan to transform the role IT plays in your organization.

SOLVING TOMORROW'S HEALTHCARE IOT CHALLENGES WITH A CLINICALLY-INTELLIGENT 

APPROACH

Healthcare's increased digitization, the COVID-19 crisis, and a stark rise in healthcare-
targeted cyber-attacks converged over the last year to put a spotlight on the industry's need 
to tackle evolving IT security challenges. Invaluable data on medical workflows and patient 
records make healthcare organizations top targets for threat actors. Attacks like Ryuk 
ransomware have forced nation-wide system shutdowns, inhibited the ability to administer 
care, and cost healthcare organizations millions in damages and reputational fallout. 
Participants of this interactive Think Tank will explore the evolution of connected 
healthcare environments and the shortfalls of traditional IT tools to safely secure them 
against cyber threats. You will engage with fellow CIO/CISOs to explore a new breed of 
healthcare-specific tools and clinically-intelligent approaches to cybersecurity that 
guarantee operational continuity, data confidentiality, and patient safety. 
Critical discussion topics include:
 •  Cybersecurity and connected healthcare trends
 •  The evolution of Healthcare IoT solutions
 •  Components of an effective Healthcare IoT security program 
 •  Questions to ask when building an effective Healthcare IoT security program and  
     aligning the program with business priorities

1:50PM – 1:55PM ET  TRANSITION TIME 

1:55PM – 3:25PM ET  BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

3:25PM – 3:30PM ET  TRANSITION TIME

3:30PM – 4:20PM ET  PANEL: DRIVING CULTURE, ENGAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE TO MAXIMIZE IT  

  DEPARTMENT SUCCESS IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT 

The world of healthcare has been tumultuous over the past decade, but nothing prepared 
the industry for the COVID-19 pandemic.  This unprecedented national health crisis 
created new challenges, which providers needed to address in short order.  A number of 
issues that had been internally “batted about” for years – like telemedicine – were 
operationalized quickly to meet the crisis in some form or fashion and important lessons 
were learned.  Many of these opportunities are now ripe for continuation or expansion to 
better position healthcare organizations not only for pandemics of the future, but to meet 
with greater performance success and operational efficiency going forward.  
While we take a moment to recognize the devastating impact of COVID-19 on human 
lives, we need to think about what it means for the future of talent management, 

Moderator:
Laura Wilt
SVP & CIO, 
OCHSNER HEALTH 
SYSTEM (LA)

Kisha Hawthorne
SVP & CIO, 
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL 
OF PHILADELPHIA (PA)

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2021

Leon Lerman
CO-FOUNDER & CEO, 
CYNERIO
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specifically within the IT Department.  Healthcare CIOs know that leveraging the 
potential of IT team talent is critical to meet the increasingly dynamic needs of providers 
and patients; further, they need the IT Team to be highly engaged and motivated.  Strong 
employee engagement translates directly to increased customer (patient) satisfaction.  For 
many hospital and health system CIOs, their people strategy is often the most important 
priority.
 •  Bandwidth: How can we keep up with everything in such a fast-paced, rapidly   
    changing healthcare technology industry? 
 •  Talent Pool: What does the changing workforce mean? 
    o  35% of the US workforce are millennials, and there is an increasing desire to   
        enable mobile and remote work, as well as more meaningful work
    o  Generational balance: more established employees still have value and want   
        their need to be met 
 •  Creativity: 
    o  Developing a compelling value proposition
    o  Talent rotation
    o  Resource sharing as an option
    o  Employee retention techniques
 •  How do you lead during such significant change?  
    o  Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging (DIB) considerations
    o  Building an institutional culture
    o  Focusing on leadership development
    o  Strategic talent conversations
 •  What are some critical success factors? 
    o  Building a culture of trust and confidence 
    o  Focusing on core IT objectives to increase transparency and purpose
    o  Strengthening the relationship with the HR Team

4:20PM – 4:30PM ET  CLOSING REMARKS

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2021

Robin Sarkar
VP, INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, 
SPECTRUM HEALTH 
LAKELAND (MI)

William Walders
CIO, 
HEALTH FIRST (FL)
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The opportunity to form meaningful connections through 
networking and collaboration has always been at the 
heart of the IPMI event experience. The Virtual program 
will not sacrifice this crucial element. 
You will be able to engage with your peers through 
high-quality video and audio-enabled, customized 
conversation hubs. Attendees can join tables in the 
virtual networking lounge, interacting with others in 
real-time as you would in a physical setting.

The Virtual Healthcare IT Institute is designed to create space for networking, knowledge 
transfer, dialogue and collaboration among Talent Leaders. This live, virtual networking space will 
allow for engagement and interaction in real-time and face-to-face. Throughout the Virtual 
Institute, attendees will share insights, opportunities and challenges with the goal of driving talent 
acquisition initiatives forward.

Benefit from insights and expertise shared through live 
Panel Discussions & Keynote Sessions, with the chance 
to share ideas through chat rooms, polling and Q&A. 

PANEL DISCUSSIONS &   
KEYNOTE SESSIONS

NETWORKING

My Virtual Experience

‘Huddle-up’ with like-minded leaders in collaborative and 
interactive, high-quality video sessions. You can pre-register 
for these intimate and engaging sessions of a limited 
group of executives, reserved for deep-dive discussion. 
Simply click on the table of the session you signed up for, 
corresponding to your event itinerary – just like entering 
a boardroom and ‘pulling up a chair’ in the real world!

VIRTUAL THINK TANKS & 
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS


